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Challenge 
With hundreds of users from
potential clients like Netflix,
Tinder, and MailChimp,
Framer was primed to move
upmarket. They needed a
SaaS commerce platform to
make their move into
enterprise seamless.

Solution 
With Paddle’s guidance,
Framer could implement and
iterate on a new per-seat
billing model with individual,
team, and invoiced
enterprise plans - without
tax, compliance, support,
and accounting overhead.

Company 
Framer is a platform to design and prototype, and collaborate
over user interface design. Founded in 2014, they’re used by
product teams at companies like Netflix, Tinder, MailChimp,
and more, and have raised over $33 million.

$33m
raised in funding

1

employee managing
global taxation, billing,
and accounting
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Results 
Framer’s team found a strategy
to roll up individual purchases
into enterprise deals leading to
their $8M Series A. By building
out their sales team around the
new strategy, they accelerated
to a $24M Series B just 12
months later.
Platform 
SaaS
Located 
Netherlands
Type 
B2B

125,000+
global community of
designers & developers
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Key challenges
Previous provider was slow

Subscription data wasn’t
available

Needed to move to per-seat
billing from device-based
licenses
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Challenge

Framer’s vision is to build the best next-generation
interactive design tool for designers, engineers, product
managers, and teams everywhere.

Framer began as a tool for designers to mockup
interactive designs alone, evolving to add collaborative
and no-code features to attract different users.

The product soon appealed to individual users from
companies like Netflix, Tinder, MailChimp, and more. The
broad and collaborative nature of the product led to
inbound requests for enormous numbers of seats, pulling
them upmarket. This lead to challenges in three key areas.

Firstly, enterprise procurement teams needed invoices
and local wire transfer payment options for all annual
contracts, as well as prorated invoices for adding and
removing seats. This creates complex split records
between payment processors and wire transfers.

Second, the billing support burden multiplied quickly,
with common issues like changing subscriptions and
prorating seats overwhelming their team. This pulled
resources away from more valuable product support
needs.

Finally, enterprise deals typically push revenues over local
taxation thresholds and compliance issues - a blocker to
future fundraising.

Framer needed a reliable SaaS Commerce platform to
navigate these challenges and move upmarket with.
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Key Paddle features:
Self-service subscription
checkout

Flexible subscription billing

20+ currencies 

Tax and financial compliance
by default

Billing support handled
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Solution

Framer chose Paddle as their subscription commerce
platform, setting up all sales and subscription logic on the
platform in July 2017.

With Paddle, Framer could move from device-based
license to a seat-based billing model, and was able to sell
seats to large tech companies. This proved Framer’s initial
move into enterprise, driving a $7.7M Series A funding
round in November 2017.

The capital was used to double down on the product and
sales team. Framer hired a VP Sales, launched team plans
(sold through an inside sales team to proactively upsell
from individual subscriptions. Paddle’s subscription
management, proration logic, and integrated payment
methods (including wire transfer and card payments)
made it easy to create and iterate on new plans. Within a
few months, Framer was running $100,000+ wire transfer
deals through Paddle.

As the focus on Enterprise matured, Framer experimented
with more tiered team plans to segment their sales
efforts. The sales focus changed, from mid-sized
companies who wanted to buy several seats but were
unlikely to grow substantially or need active account
management to prevent churn to instead focus on
enterprise deals with dozens, hundreds, and even
thousands of seats where their efforts would be most
effective.

Paddle’s billing support work 7 days a week to answer any
customer questions, cancellations, and upgrade requests,
so Framer’s support team could focus on product support
queries. Paddle’s support team also worked actively on
preventing churn and nurturing users onto annual
contracts.
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“Paddle has been an
integral part of our journey,
allowing us the flexibility
and customization to build
the effortless experience
our customers expect,  
and enabling us to sell  
to enterprise companies,
without managing sales  
tax and compliance.”

Sara Tandowsky,  
Head of Operations, Framer
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Result

With Paddle, Framer moved seamlessly into enterprise
sales without the traditional headaches around billing,
payments, taxation, support, and compliance.

- The sales team were free to implement and iterate on
different billing models to maximize sales velocity.

- The product team were free to focus on building, not
billing.

- The support team were free to answer product support
questions, instead of subscription questions,
cancellations, and requests.

- The finance team were free of all the complexity with
accounting for subscriptions, global tax, and compliance.

As a result of the enterprise sales experiments and the
launch of a new product, Framer increased their monthly
active users, grew their enterprise sales funnel, and
ultimately raised a Series B just 12 months after their
Series A.
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125,000

$33m

4%

employee managing global
taxation, billing, and
accounting

raised in funding

4

global community of
designers & developers

reduction in churn
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Say hello to the Paddle

Revenue Delivery Platform

Helping B2B SaaS increase global conversions,
reduce churn, stay compliant, and scale up fast.


Get your personal demo to see how Paddle  
can work for you at paddle.com/demo

